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In print for the first time in the United States, acclaimed novelist Benjamin Markovits’s Playing Days is a
mostly autobiographical narrative concerning the author’s season playing minor league professional
basketball in Germany and the love affair with another player’s estranged wife that ushers him into
adulthood.

Growing up in Texas, Ben experienced basketball as a mostly solitary pursuit, one he gave up after riding the
bench in high school. But as his college classmates prepare for the real world, Ben is seized by an idea. All
he needs is a video camera, an empty court, and his mother’s German citizenship.

Improbably, he lands a roster spot on a lower division pro team in Landshut, forty-five minutes outside of
Munich. It’s Ben’s first taste of competition in years, not to mention his first job. And like most jobs, it’s
defined by repetition, boredom, and gossip. There’s Charlie, the trash-talking mercenary from Chicago; the
coach, Herr Henkel, a recently retired player anxious to justify his paycheck; and Karl (based on the author’s
real life relationship with Dirk Nowitski), a gangly teenage prodigy flashing the raw talent that will make
him an NBA star. As a group of men learn how to navigate one another, Ben falls in love with the young
mother of a teammate’s child, and begins an affair that will change his life.

Wry, poignant, and tenderly observed, Playing Days is an evocative meditation on the joys of youth, the
triumphs and terrors of post-college life, and one of the best books ever written about what basketball can
mean to an American man.
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From reader reviews:

Tawny Morgenstern:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try matter that really opposite
from that. 1 activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are
ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Playing Days, you are able to enjoy both. It is good
combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can occur its mind hangout
guys. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

William Nix:

Many people spending their time by playing outside using friends, fun activity along with family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by studying a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book really can hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It all
right you can have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Playing Days which
is finding the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.

Elizabeth Ramsey:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many issue for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some
people likes reading, not only science book but also novel and Playing Days or maybe others sources were
given expertise for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science
e-book was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those books are helping them to include their
knowledge. In other case, beside science book, any other book likes Playing Days to make your spare time
far more colorful. Many types of book like here.

Rex Vogler:

Guide is one of source of information. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but native or
citizen want book to know the update information of year in order to year. As we know those books have
many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. Through the
book Playing Days we can have more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? To become
creative person must choose to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that acceptable with your aim.
Don't be doubt to change your life with that book Playing Days. You can more inviting than now.
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